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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
This course introduces basic skills in reading blueprints for both fabrication and manufacturing.
Related math and the uses of measuring tools will be covered in this course. Weld symbols, basic
lines and views, basic joints for welded fabrications are introduced. CSU

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Evaluate the purpose and importance of blueprint reading in the fabrication and
manufacturing industries.

B. Compare the various categories of blueprints.
c. Interpret the various views shown on blueprints.
D. Identify various measuring tools and devices used for blueprints.
E. Assess the proper tools for tal<ing various measurements on blueprints.
F. Calculate dimensions of parts from measurements taken from blueprints.
G. Recognize the various blueprint symbols and terms as utilized in the fabrication and

manufacturing industries.
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H. Appraise the type of welded joint indicated on a blueprint from the symbols shown on it.
I. Formulate the symbols to be added to a blueprint to reflect the type of welded joint needed

for fabrication.
J. Interpret material specifications.

K. Interpret pipe-welding symbols.
L. Create technical sketches utilizing standard mechanical drafting techniques.

V. CONTENTS
A. Course Introduction and Overview

1. Class orientation and policies
2. Course outline and objectives
3. Text book requirements
4. Evaluation methods and grading policy
5. Welders responsibilities

B. Introduction To Blueprints
1. Purpose and importance of blueprints
2. Various categories of blueprints
3. Mal(ing blueprints

a. Introduction and explanation of drafting scales
b. Explanation and demonstration of orthographic projection drawing techniques
c. Explanation and demonstration of isometric drawing techniques

4. Parts of blueprint
a. Explanation and demonstration of how drawings fit together to describe a part

5. Basic lines on blueprints
a. The alphabet of lines is introduced
b. Explanation of the use of the different lines on a blueprint

C. Interpreting Views Of Blueprints
1. Explanation of the different views and notes of a drawing
2. Explanation of how the different views relate to the overall project
3. Sectional views
4. Detail views
5. Auxiliary views
6. Interpretation of notes

D. Detailed and Assembly Blueprints
1. Detailed blueprints
2. Assembly blueprints
3. Materials list

E. Reading Blueprint Dimensions
1. Explanation and demonstration of the various drafting scales
2. Measuring linear dimensions
3. Measuring radial dimensions
4. Measuring angular dimensions
5. Measuring tolerances
6. Explanation of the dimensional and process notes found on blueprints

F. Mathematics and Measurements
1. Basic mathematical skills are explained and demonstrated

a. Fractional mathematical processes
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b. Decimal mathematical processes
c. Explanation of conversion tables

2. Explanation and demonstration of the use of various measurements tools and devices
3. Explanation of the basic units

a. English system
b. Metric system

4. Conversion of units from one system to another
a. Fractional to decimal (and vise-versa)
b. English to metric (and vise-versa)

G. Welding Symbols
1. Explanation of the major welding symbols

a. Weld sizes
b. Reference line
c. Contour Symbols
d. Joint preparation
e. Supplementary symbols
f. Special notes and specifications.

2. Explanation of how these symbols are applied to a drawing and how the drawing
relates to an actual fabrication project.

H. Material Specifications
1. Explanation of tables that are used to provide dimensions, strength, shape and weight

of various materials.
2. Explanation of how supplies and fabricators use these tables to provide the various

structural shapes for welded fabrications
3. Steel specifications
4. Structural shape and size specifications
5. Flat bar and strip stocl( specifications
6. Tubing and pipe specifications

I. Pipe Welding Symbols
1. Explanation of symbols used for pipe layout

J. Fundamental sketching Techniques
1. Explanation and demonstration of the various sketching techniques

a. Pictorial sketching
b. Oblique Sketching
c. Isometric Sketching

K. Presentation of actual shop and field construction blueprints
1. Shop blueprints are brought into the classroom to expose the student to 'real life '

applications.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. ASSIGNMENTS

1. Reading
2. There are weekly reading assignments from the textbook that correspond (roughly) to

the topics that are currently tal(ing place in the workshop.
3. Homeworl( Assignments
4. Assigned problems from the textbook are assigned on a semi-weekly basis. These

problems include short answers, drawings, applying scales, performing mathematical
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calculations.
5. Math exercises
6. Supplemental assignments are given to the students to allow the practice of sl(ills that

were demonstrated during class lectures/demonstrations.
B. EVALVATION

1. Quizzes (300/0 of the final grade)
2. There will be weel(ly quizzes that link the current topic of the class discussion, reading

assignment and skills that the student is learning. These will be a combination of
multiple choice, true/false and short answer questions.

3. Assignments (40% of the final grade)
4. Assignments are evaluated on completeness and accuracy of the answers.
5. Final Exam (30%)
6. There will be a written final exam that is comprehensive. It will measure the student's

overview of the course content. It will be a combination of multiple choice, true/false
and short answer questions.

C. TEXTS AND MATERIALS
1. Textbooks

a. Blueprint Reading For Welders, 6th Edition by A.E.Bennett & Louis J. Siy,
published by Delmar Publishers

2. Supplementary Materials
a. Scales
b. Calculator

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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